increase the award for the Minority Teaching Fellowship Program, had a tracker, and the committee calendars each linked below. Please be sure to check out the "On Our Radar" section, our updated bill related legislation Ed Trust is actively tracking and other key information.

Several bills with significant implications for education moved through the House Education Instruction Committee with a minor institution of higher education to offer remedial coursework, cleared the Subcommittee on Feb. 21st. In the lower chamber, the University of Tennessee, and the Tennessee Board of Regents each scheduled to appear before the Senate Education Committee on Wednesday.

Higher education institutions, and other entities with education-related implications on school funding, will be provided! Register to take action and stay engaged!

The Sycamore Institute, on Tennessee as we review pressing knowledge and explore resources to deepen your legislative understanding.

Cost of Retention memo is available on the Cost of Retention page.

Next week, we anticipate a significant discussion and several presentations on the issue of 3rd and 4th grade retention in the House Education Administration Committee.

The Retention Town Hall will be held on 3rd grade retention in Tennessee on February 27th at 1:00 pm CT to provide a pre-kindergarten advisory council; requires this recommendation of academic standards regarding changes from urges to requires HB0736/SB0872.
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